
We tend to be somewhat old-fashioned in our belief that we have a responsibility to provide our customers with not only 
quality, but also to make our products as "user friendly" as possible.

We specialize in BRACKETS, PENDANTS and GABLES, the three pieces of ornamental trim that will transform your 
home from "just another house on the block" to a showplace of charm and elegance in your neighborhood.We have designed 
our catalog to help you visualize the effect each pattern will have on your home. Each pattern is shown in matched set of 
BRACKETS, PENDANTS and GABLES, eliminating the possibility of mismatching, which can easily occur, with often 
undesirable results. 

All of our items are MADE IN AMERICA by local craftsmen from select, 3/4" clear pine or select 7/8" clear cypress.

Our Gable decorations are offered in two sizes:  one sized for gables and one sized for dormers. The patterns are identical - 
only the sizes are different. We have designed our gables with you in mind. All of our gables are universal, eliminating the 
need for you to measure your gable (which can be difficult to accomplish accurately). Our gables are easy to assemble and,           
with minor adjustments, will fit perfectly.

Our pieces are framed, at no additional charge, with 3/4" x 1 1/2" molding. Experience has proven framing to be very important, 
making installation easier, increasing strength and adding dimension. Each piece is pre-drilled to make installation a 
"breeze". With each order, we include simple step-by-step illustrated instructions covering finishing and installation.

UNCLE JOHN'S stands behind our product; and if you are not 100% satisfied, simply return your trim within thirty 
days...no explanation necessary. We will promptly send you a refund.

We look forward to providing you with a product which will bring you pleasure for years to come.

We encourage you to visit our web site www.unclejohns.com. The purpose of this catalog is to provide you with a handy reference.

There are some items that appear on our web site that are not shown here.
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Over the years, we have continually reorganized our catalog to be as easy to use as 
possible.    Sometimes, terms used in Gingerbread House Trim can be quite  confusing.  
Take a few moments and familiarize yourself with "what's - what".

Multiple Extensions, as shown in our pattern 
illustrations, may be used to trim larger gables.

To determine the 
total extended length, 

add Dormer or Gable lengths to the 
total length of the Extensions.

Extensions

Dormers, Gables and Extensions

The length of the side of the Dormer and Gable 
will vary slightly as the angle of the roof changes.

Our Dormers and Gables are designed to easily fit "any" pitch roof . Each unit is comprised of three 
pieces; a centerpost and two identical sides. To hang, simply attach the centerpost to the facia board.  
Slip the sides into place, trim the spine and slip into place. No measuring is necessary. 

for windows, doors,
mantles and windowboxes

Create "designer" shutters
by attaching appliques.

spine

Screendoor Brackets
& Inserts

Our Screendoor 
Brackets and 
Center Panel 
Inserts are sized 
for "your" door  
and are cut 
"to fit" from 
1/2"  clear pine.

Perfection for the porch

for porch posts and doorways the perfect accent between Brackets

P l ea s e  under s tand,  our  i l lu s t ra t ions  are  not  to  s ca l e .The  house s  shown in  our  
i l lu s t rat ions  have  been downsized  to  di sp lay  a s  many piece s  o f  t r im as  po s s ib le .

to "span" and divide space

Balusters are one of the most 
versatile items of trim,   
interchangable, blending with 
any of the Bracket Patterns. 
Dramatic or subtle, truly the 
finishing touch.
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Over the years, we have continually reorganized our catalog to be as easy to use as 
possible.    Sometimes, terms used in Gingerbread House Trim can be quite  confusing.  
Take a few moments and familiarize yourself with "what's - what".

Multiple Extensions, as shown in our pattern 
illustrations, may be used to trim larger gables.

To determine the 
total extended length, 

add Dormer or Gable lengths to the 
total length of the Extensions.

Extensions

Dormers, Gables and Extensions

The length of the side of the Dormer and Gable 
will vary slightly as the angle of the roof changes.

Our Dormers and Gables are designed to easily fit "any" pitch roof . Each unit is comprised of three 
pieces; a centerpost and two identical sides. To hang, simply attach the centerpost to the facia board.  
Slip the sides into place, trim the spine and slip into place. No measuring is necessary. 
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Our Screendoor 
Brackets and 
Center Panel 
Inserts are sized 
for "your" door  
and are cut 
"to fit" from 
1/2"  clear pine.

Perfection for the porch

for porch posts and doorways the perfect accent between Brackets

P l ea s e  under s tand,  our  i l lu s t ra t ions  are  not  to  s ca l e .The  house s  shown in  our  
i l lu s t rat ions  have  been downsized  to  di sp lay  a s  many piece s  o f  t r im as  po s s ib le .

to "span" and divide space

Balusters are one of the most 
versatile items of trim,   
interchangable, blending with 
any of the Bracket Patterns. 
Dramatic or subtle, truly the 
finishing touch.
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Dormer  538D   22" to 24"   $56.99
Gable    538G   32" to 36"   $85.99

Dormer Ext. 538DX     18"     $42.99
Gable Ext.   538GX   24 1/2"   $59.99

Bracket  538SDB    $10.99
Panel     538SDP   $32.99

Appliques
538SA
set  $29.99

Header      538H   32"x8"    $24.50

Bottom      538HB   32"x8"    $24.50

Bracket:   538B 121/2"x12"  $15.95
Pendant:   538P   26"x8"      $23.65

Ex
te

ns
ion

Bracket:    536B   13"x6"     $15.95
Pendant:   536P   26"x7"     $23.65

Dormer  536D   22" to 24"   $59.99
Gable    536G   32" to 36"   $85.99

Dormer Ext. 536DX     18"      $42.99
Gable Ext.   536GX   24 1/2"   $59.99

FSP 1150

End Height 6 1/2" - Center Height   5"
$20.88 per foot           $1.74 per inch           $50.00 

Bracket  536SDB    $10.99
Panel     536SDP   $32.99

Appliques
536SA
set  $29.99

Header      536H   32"x8"    $24.50

Bottom      536HB   32"x8"    $24.50

No. 536 Dianna                                           No. 538 Marianne
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Dormer  540D   22" to 24"  $56.99
Gable    540G   32" to 36"   $85.99

Dormer Ext. 540DX     18"   $42.99
Gable Ext.   540GX     241/2 "   $59.99

Bracket  540SDB   $10.99
Panel     540SDP $32.99

Appliques
540SA
set  $29.99

Header      540H   32"x8"    $24.50

Bottom      540HB   32"x8"    $24.50

Bracket:   540B  133/4"x123/4"  $15.95
Pendant:  540P     26"x8"       $23.65 
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Dormer  542D   22" to 24"  $56.99
Gable    542G   32" to 36"   $85.99

Dormer Ext. 542DX     29"   $66.99
Gable Ext.   542GX     44"       $79.99

Bracket  542SDB   $10.99
Panel     542SDP   $32.99

Appliques
542SA
set  $29.99

Header      542H   32"x8"    $24.50

Bottom      542HB   32"x8"    $24.50

Bracket:    542B  13"x13"   $15.95
Pendant:    542P   26"x7"   $23.65

No. 540 Louise                                           No. 542 Caroline
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Appliques
544SA
set  $27.99

Header      544H   32"x5"    $24.50

Bottom      544HB   32"x5"    $24.50

Dormer 544D  22" to 24"  $56.99
Gable    544G  32" to 36"  $85.99

Dormer Ext. 544DX      15"      $42.99
Gable Ext.    544GX      23"     $59.99

Bracket  544SDB    $10.99
Panel     544SDP   $32.99

Bracket:    544B  161/2"x121/2"   $15.95
Pendant:   544P   26"x51/2"      $21.99 
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Appliques
546SA
set  $24.99

Header      546H   32"x8"    $27.50

Bottom      546HB   32"x8"    $27.50

Bracket:   546B  13"x13"       $18.69
Pendant:   546P  26"x71/2"      $27.50  

Dormer 546D  22" to 24"  $69.99
Gable    546G  32" to 36"  $89.99

Dormer Ext. 546DX      17"      $52.99
Gable Ext.    546GX      25"     $76.99

Bracket  546SDB   $12.50
Panel     546SDP   $37.99

No. 546 SharonNo. 544 Catherine
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Appliques
548SA
set  $34.99

Header      548H   32"x8"    $29.99

Bottom      548HB   32"x8"    $29.99

Dormer 548D  22" to 24"  $85.99
Gable    548G  32" to 36"  $109.99

Dormer Ext. 548DX      15"      $66.49
Gable Ext.    548GX      23"     $79.99

Bracket:   548B   13"x13"     $19.99
Pendant:   548P   26"x8"      $29.50

FSP 1152

FSP 1153

End Height 12" - Center Height   71/2"
$27.36 per foot     $2.28 per inch     $60.00 min. 

End Height 12" - Center Height   71/2"
$27.36 per foot     $2.28 per inch     $60.00 min. 

Bracket  548SDB    $12.99
Panel     548SDP   $39.99
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Appliques
550SA
set  $29.99

Header      550H   32"x8"    $29.99

Bottom     550HB   32"x8"   $29 .99

Dormer 550D  22" to 24"  $85.99
Gable    550G  32" to 36"  $109.99

Dormer Ext. 550DX      15"      $49.99
Gable Ext.    550GX      19"     $69.99

Bracket:    550B  17"x111/2"  $19.99
Pendant:   550P   26"x71/4"   $29.50

FSP 1156

FSP 1157

End Height 15 3/4" - Center Heigth   8"
$31.68 per foot   $2.64 per inch   $70.00 min. 

End Height 15 3/4" - Center Heigth   8"
$31.68 per foot   $2.64 per inch   $70.00 min. 

Bracket  550SDB   $12.99
Panel     550SDP   $39.99

No. 548 Valerie                                   No. 550 Capt. Henry



FSP 1159

FSP 1158
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Appliques
552SA
set  $29.99

Header      552H   32"x8"    $32.99

Bottom      552HB   32"x8"    $32.99

Dormer 552D  22" to 24"   $96.99
Gable    552G  32" to 36"  $118.99

Dormer Ext. 552DX      15"      $88.99
Gable Ext.    552GX      19"     $96.99

Bracket  552SDB    $14.99
Panel     552SDP   $49.99

Bracket:   552B   18"x12 1/2"    $21.99
Pendant:   552P    26"x8 3/4"    $29.99

Ex
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Appliques
554SA
set  $29.99

Header      554H   32"x8"    $35.99

Bottom      554HB   32"x8"    $35.99

Dormer 554D  22" to 24"   $96.99
Gable    554G  32" to 36"  $118.99

Dormer Ext. 554DX      29"      $88.99
Gable Ext.    554GX      44"     $96.99

End Height 141/2" - Center Height   8"
$36.00 per foot     $3.00 per inch     $75.00 min. 

End Height 141/2" - Center Height   8"
$36.00 per foot     $3.00 per inch     $75.00 min. 

Bracket:   554B   17"x11"    $21.99
Pendant:   554P  26"x73/4"   $29.99

Bracket  554SDB    $14.99
Panel     554SDP   $43.99

No. 552 Barbara Ann                                      No. 554 Jennifer



Dormer 556D  22" to 24"   $85.99
Gable    556G  32" to 36"  $112.99

No. 556 Elizabeth                                        No. 558 Rachel 

Ex
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Appliques
556SA
set  $29.99

Header      556H   32"x9"    $29.99

Bottom      556HB   32"x9"    $29.99

Bracket:   556B   17"x12"    $19.99
Pendant:   556P   26"x7"      $29.50

Dormer Ext.   556DX     29"     $85.99
Gable Ext.      556GX     44"    $99.99

FSP 1160

FSP 1161

End Height 12" - Center Height   71/2"
$27.36 per foot   $2.28 per inch   $60.00 min.

End Height 12" - Center Height   71/2"
$27.36 per foot   $2.28 per inch   $60.00 min.

Bracket  556SDB    $13.49
Panel     556SDP   $39.99
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Appliques
558SA
set  $29.99

Header      558H   32"x8"    $24.50

Bottom      558HB   32"x8"    $24.50

Dormer 558D  22" to 24"  $56.99
Gable    558G  32" to 36"  $85.99

Dormer Ext. 558DX      18"      $56.99
Gable Ext.    558GX      24"     $69.99

Bracket:   558B   133/4"x8 1/2"    $15.95
Pendant:   558P       26"x8"        $23.65

Bracket  558SDB    $10.99
Panel     558SDP   $39.99



No. 560 Roxanne                                      No. 562 Victoria

Ex
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Dormer 560D  22" to 24"   $99.99
Gable    560G  32" to 36"  $128.99

Dormer Ext. 560DX      19"       $89.99
Gable Ext.    560GX      27"     $118.99

Bracket:    560B  13"x13"     $24.99
Pendant:   560P   26"x8"     $39.99

FSP 1155

End Height 121/2" - Center Height   81/4"
$29.52 per foot    $2.46 per inch     $65.00 min.

FSP 1155

End Height 12 1/2" - Center Height   81/4"
$29.52 per foot     $2.46 per inch     $65.00 min.

Ex
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ion

Dormer 562D  22" to 24"    $99.99
Gable    562G  32" to 36"  $128.99

Dormer Ext. 562DX      19"       $89.99
Gable Ext.    562GX      27"     $118.99

Bracket:    562B   13"x13"    $24.99
Pendant:   562P   26"x8"     $39.99



SP 101                 Height 3 1/2"                     $5.40 per foot           $.45 per inch

SP 102                 Height 4 1/2"                     $7.44  per foot          $.62 per inch

SP 103                  Height 6 1/2"                     $8.64 per foot           $.72 per inch 
SP 104                  Height 9"                         $10.92 per foot           $.91 per inch

SP 106                  Height 6 1/2"                    $ 9.96 per foot           $.83 per inch
SP 107                  Height 9"                         $10.92 per foot           $.91 per inch 

SP 110                  Height 4 1/2"                     $9.96 per foot           $.83 per inch
SP 111                  Height 6 1/2"                    $10.92 per foot          $.91 per inch 

SP 112                  Height 4 1/2"                     $9.96 per foot           $.83 per inch
SP 113                  Height 6 1/2"                   $10.92 per foot           $.91 per inch  

Spandrels are shipped in four foot sections. To determine the cost 
multiply the total number of  inches you need by the price "per inch". 

SP 105                 Height 4 1/2"                     $7.92  per foot          $.66 per inch

SP 108                 Height 4 1/2"                      $8.64 per foot           $.72 per inch 
SP 109                  Height 6"                           $9.96 per foot           $.83 per inch

RT 101A                         Height 2 1/2"                    $10.00 per 2' section
RT 101B                         Height 3 1/2"                    $12.50 per 2' section
RT 101C                         Height 5"                          $14.00 per 2' section

RT 102A                         Height 2 1/2"                    $10.00 per 2' section
RT 102B                         Height 3 1/2"                    $12.50 per 2' section
RT 102C                         Height 5"                          $14.00 per 2' section

RT 103A                         Height 2 1/2"                    $10.00 per 2' section
RT 103B                         Height 3 1/2"                    $12.50 per 2' section
RT 103C                         Height 5"                          $14.00 per 2' section

Classic running trim from the nineteenth century is the perfect touch 
to add the true gingerbread look. Use between posts, following facia 
boards, under windows etc. Available in two foot sections for 
economy, doweled for seamless joints that disappear when painted.�

Running Trim                                              Spandrels

We can "split" Pendants as shown. Drop-posts are priced at $6.99 each.

Custom items which are "made-to-measure" are non-returnable.

Combine Spandrels, Brackets, Pendants and Posts
Create your own special statement.

For a 1½" x ¾" �top rail please add $2.50 per section.



Spandrels up to 96" can be shipped by UPS.  
Items of greater length must be sectioned or 
shipped via motor freight, which can be 
somewhat expensive. 

FSP 1150 FSP 1151

FSP 1153FSP 1152

FSP 1154FSP 1155

FSP 1156 FSP 1157

FSP 1158

FSP 1160 FSP 1161

FSP 1159

Each Spandrel is made to your measurements. 
To determine cost multiply the total number of  
inches you need by the price "per inch". 

End Height 14 1/2" - Center Height   8"
$36.00 per foot           $3.00 per inch           $75.00 min. 

End Height 14 1/2" - Center Height   8"
$36.00 per foot           $3.00 per inch           $75.00 min. 

End Height 15 3/4�" - Center Heigth   8"
$31.68 per foot           $2.64 per inch           $70.00 min. 

End Height 15 3/4�" - Center Heigth   8"
$31.68 per foot           $2.64 per inch           $70.00 min. 

End Height 6 1/2" - Center Height   5"
$20.88 per foot           $1.74 per inch           $50.00 min. 

End Height 6 1/2" - Center Height   5"
$20.88 per foot           $1.74 per inch           $50.00 min. 

End Height 12" - Center Height   7 1/2"
$27.36 per foot           $2.28 per inch           $60.00 min. 

End Height 12" - Center Height   7 1/2"
$27.36 per foot           $2.28 per inch           $60.00 min. 

End Height 12 1/2" - Center Height   8 1/4"
$29.52 per foot           $2.46 per inch           $65.00 min. 

End Height 12 1/2" - Center Height   8 1/4"
$29.52 per foot           $2.46 per inch           $65.00 min. 

End Height 12" - Center Height   7 1/2"
$27.36 per foot           $2.28 per inch           $60.00 min. 

End Height 12" - Center Height   7 1/2"
$27.36 per foot           $2.28 per inch           $60.00 min. 

Fretwork Spandrels,                                   the classic Victorian touch.

Spandrels less than 48" may lose their center piece.
The pieces shown are scaled to 60 inches long.

Custom items which are made-to-measure are non-returnable.
Please include $10.00 crating for each piece.



CR-1
6¼��" x 13½�"
$34.99

CR-2
6�" x 11�"
$29.99

CR-3
6�" x 13½�"
$34.99

CB-1B
12½�" x 12½�" $16.49

CB-1A
7½�" x 7½�" $10.49

CB-2B
12½�" x 12½�" $20.49

CB-2A
7½�" x 7½�" $14.49

CB-3B
12½�" x 12½�" $17.49

CB-3A
 5½�" x 5½�" $9.49

CB-4B
12½�" x 12½�" $12.49

CB-4A
7½�" x 7½�" $8.99

CB-5B
12½�" x 12½�" $11.49

CB-5A
7½�" x 7½�" $7.99

CB-6B
12½�" x 12½�" $12.49

CB-6A
5½�" x 5½�" $5.99

3" thick, ideal for mantels, beneath beams, in cased 
openings, bookends and architectural accents.

1½�" thick, where a thicker bracket is desired.

 Classical patterns taken from the "Universal Design 
Book" published in 1904.  Constructed from cypress, 
the cutwork pieces are 1" thick, with a 1½�" turned 
post.  These items must be "made-to-measure" for 
the pitch of your roof. The measurments shown refer 
to the height of the center post.

To determine pitch, measure 
36" down each facia and then 
across, send us the across 
measurement.

36"36"

?

24"     $115.00
28"     $125.00

24"     $115.00
28"     $125.00

24"     $115.00
28"     $125.00

GF-1

GF-3

 GF-2

Gable Finials                                            Corbles
The crowning touch for gable peaks

Custom items which are "made-to-measure" are non-returnable.

Belt Course Brackets



 

Sawn Balusters . . . .                                    Appliques & Headers

Header "H"

Appliques

Create "Designer" windows for a budget price.

Header "HB"

Appliques

Headers

Appliques are sized for different lengths of 
shutters, 3' and smaller and 4' and larger.  Please 
indicate "small"  or "large" on the order form.  
Appliques are easily attached using screws or 
carpenter's adhesive.  An illustrated instruction 
sheet is included with each order.  

Some patterns require different Headers for the top 
and bottom of the window, such as the hearts and 
the star. When you need a header for the bottom of 
a window, add a "B" to the item number, i.e. 542H 
for the top and 542HB for the bottom.

To determine the number of balusters you need, first 
add 1/2�" (for spacing) to the width of the baluster, then 
divide this number into the total length needed.  For 
example, 1/2�"+31/2�" = 4" divided into 120" = 30.                       
Include $10.00 for crating for every 24 balusters.

Porches, fences, balconies and decks become a dramatic 
statement of Classic Gingerbread.  All of our Sawn 
Balusters are offered in two standard sizes,  24" and 27". 
Need a special size?  Custom sizes, without custom prices.

SB1-24"
SB1-27"
3 1/2�"wide
$8.99 ea. 

SB2-24"
SB2-27"
5" wide
$10.99 ea.

SB3-24"
SB3-27"
5" wide
$10.99 ea.

SB4-24"
SB4-27"
7" wide
$12.99 ea.

SB5-24"
SB5-27"
7" wide
$14.99 ea

Appliques are priced as sets (all of the pieces 
necessary to decorate two shutters).

Use your imagination to decorate shelves, mantles, 
chests, cabinets, etc. with Headers & Appliques.



Ship to:

GUARANTEE: Uncle John's guarantees complete satisfaction.  If our 
work does not meet your expectations for quality and workmanship, 
return it within 30 days for a refund, no explanations needed.

 ITEM #    QUANTITY                DESCRIPTION                    PRICE   @          TOTAL 

SUB-TOTAL

LA RESIDENTS
ADD 4% TAX

TOTAL

Expiration Date:_____________________________

Signature:___________________________________

Method of payment

Check or money order

Visa                    Mastercard

FOR CYPRESS
ADD 25%

Daytime phone (        ) ______________________________
Email address ______________________________

ACCOUNT NUMBER

CRATING

SHIPPING
10% OF ORDER

$7.50 MIN.

Custom Sizes . . .

Custom Patterns . . .

Ordering . . .

Guarantee . . .

Shipping . . .

Need to match "Grandmother's house", a special 
design or something not in our catalog? Simply 
send us a drawing or photo, the size and quantity 
needed.  We will promptly give you a quote.

Simply  mail  the  order  form,
or call  337-802-6327 We accept Visa, Mastercard 
and Discovery. For the quickest service, give us a 
call.  (Sorry, no C. O. D.s)

Uncle John's guarantees satisfaction.  If our work 
does not meet your expectations for quality or 
workmanship, return it within 30 days for a 
refund.

Each order is custom made and shipped U.P.S. in 
four to six weeks. Please add 10%, or a minimum 
of $7.50, for postage and handling. Please 
include $15.00 for  crating each Fretwork 
Spandrel.

Should you need a "special" size, give us a call.  
We can produce almost all of our patterns in 
custom sizes to meet the needs of our clients.  If 
you need a change, simply let us know. ph: 337-802-6327   email: david@dronettemillworks.com

Dronette Millworks Ltd.
610 Pitre Street

Sulphur, LA 70663



Ship to:

GUARANTEE: Uncle John's guarantees complete satisfaction.  If our 
work does not meet your expectations for quality and workmanship, 
return it within 30 days for a refund, no explanations needed.

 ITEM #    QUANTITY                DESCRIPTION                    PRICE   @          TOTAL 

SUB-TOTAL

LA RESIDENTS
ADD 4% TAX

TOTAL

Expiration Date:_____________________________

Signature:___________________________________

Method of payment

Check or money order

Visa                    Mastercard

FOR CYPRESS
ADD 25%

Daytime phone (        ) ______________________________
Email address ______________________________

ACCOUNT NUMBER

CRATING

SHIPPING
10% OF ORDER

$7.50 MIN.

Custom Sizes . . .

Custom Patterns . . .

Ordering . . .

Guarantee . . .

Shipping . . .

Need to match "Grandmother's house", a special 
design or something not in our catalog? Simply 
send us a drawing or photo, the size and quantity 
needed.  We will promptly give you a quote.

Simply  mail  the  order  form,
or call  337-802-6327 We accept Visa, Mastercard 
and Discovery. For the quickest service, give us a 
call.  (Sorry, no C. O. D.s)

Uncle John's guarantees satisfaction.  If our work 
does not meet your expectations for quality or 
workmanship, return it within 30 days for a 
refund.

Each order is custom made and shipped U.P.S. in 
four to six weeks. Please add 10%, or a minimum 
of $7.50, for postage and handling. Please 
include $15.00 for  crating each Fretwork 
Spandrel.

Should you need a "special" size, give us a call.  
We can produce almost all of our patterns in 
custom sizes to meet the needs of our clients.  If 
you need a change, simply let us know. ph: 337-5802-6327   email: david@dronettemillworks.com

Dronette Millworks Ltd.
610 Pitre Street

Sulphur, LA 70663



Because of  
their dimensions, 
screendoors must be 
shipped via motor freight, 
which can easily become quite 
expensive. We have found that the most 
economical method to trim doors is for you to 
purchase a door locally.

               

Simple or ornate, screendoors make a 
statement of elegance and romance, 

creating an atmosphere of 
times long past, a  

presence that fills 
your home.

ScreendoorsTo order screendoor trim "to "fit" simply fill in the 
blanks and list the items you need on the order form.

Please give all measurments in inches, not feet and inches.

"

"

"

"

Send us a few simple measurements
and we will supply trim to fit "your" door.




